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NOTICE OF INTENT TO SOLE SOURCE  
 
Published: May 9, 2024 
 
Response Due By: 5:00p.m., May 24, 2024 
 
Intercity Transit (ICT), a municipal corporation that provides public transportation in the 
Olympia, Washington, area, is seeking to acquire extended warranty services for our existing 
vehicle security camera system, which is expiring soon and moving forward to maintain, add, 
enhance, upgrade, etc. or existing camera solution. 
 
ICT has an extensive embedded fleet of cameras and its accompanying software solution 
provided by Transit Solution, LLC. (TSI).  The cameras and solution have proven very 
successful for ICT and the cameras serve in a critical capacity and are vital to our agency’s 
safety and security.  We have also built training, guidance, a stable supply chain, and other 
protocols around this solution.  As such, ICT is maintaining its fleet of cameras and solution 
and plans to extend additional warranty coverage periods with TSI which we believe is the only 
firm capable of providing its proprietary solution and warranty, but also and as needed 
maintain, add, enhance, upgrade, etc. our existing camera solution. 
 
However, ICT is conducting a good faith validation that there are no other firms capable of or 
interested in collectively and inclusively providing the same hardware, hardware warranty, 
Nexview software warranty, Nexview Pro solution, and maintaining, adding enhancing, 
upgrading the cameras a software solution and other services.  Transit reserves the right to 
purchase directly from TSI should no equivalent collective and inclusive solution be discovered 
at Transit’s sole discretion.  
  
Transit is seeking a letter of interest from solution providers who offer an equivalent extended 
warranty solution that at a minimum provides the features and functionality outlined above. 
 
Letter of interest, along with appropriate supporting literature about the solution considered 
equal, is to be submitted electronically to the attention of Jeff Peterson at 
jpeterson@intercitytransit.com for consideration by 5:00p.m., May 24, 2024 otherwise Transit 
reserves the right to enter into a sole source contract with TSI for these services.  
 
To learn more about Intercity Transit, please visit our website at www.intercitytransit.com.  
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